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INTRODUCTION
The Odessa District uses a repair strategy for its roadways damaged by energy development
traffic, which includes the following construction steps:
 Pulverization of existing flexible base and asphalt bound surfacing materials.
 Spreading the pulverized materials (without stabilization) over a widened subgrade.
 Placement of new flexible base material.
 Application of a three-course surface treatment or chip seal.
This type of technique is widely used in the energy sector for roadway repair. Many districts
pulverize the existing pavement and add a stabilizer.
The District requested that the Texas A&M Transportation Institute perform field investigations
and analyses to determine the structural load carrying ability of pavements repaired using this
design and construction methodology. The District is considering using this cost effective repair
approach to convert rural two-lane highways to a widened Super 2 highway (alternating sections
of a highway with two lanes in one direction and one lane in the other direction, after
approximately 2 miles the directional lanes are reversed and the two-lane direction becomes a
one-lane direction and the one-lane direction becomes a two-lane direction). The load carrying
ability of the base course materials was of interest.
State Highway (SH) 349 in Martin County was selected for study. Falling weight deflectometer
(FWD) measurements were made in the study area between Reference Marker (RM) 298 to 300.
Figure 1 shows the area selected for study.
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Figure 1. SH 349 Investigation Limits from RM 298 to 300.
This technical memorandum summarizes the analysis performed.
INFORMATION COLLECTED
The following information was collected and testing performed:
 Pavement layer thicknesses.
 Structural strength assumptions of pavement layers.
 Flexible pavement system (FPS) analysis.
 Ground penetrating radar (GPR).
 FWD.
Project Background and Pavement Design
The section evaluated on SH 349 was part of CSJ 0380-07-021. District-provided core log and
FWD data showed the existing section (prior to repair) consisted of:
 5 in. hot mix asphalt with a modulus of 231 ksi.
 6.75 in. of flexible base with a modulus of 107 ksi.
 Subgrade modulus of 10 ksi.
Based on the existing pavement and the planned FDR strategy, Table 1 summarizes the input
parameters used in the FPS design of the new pavement section. Note the relatively low value for
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the ACP or asphalt concrete pavement modulus.

Materials
Properties

Traffic Data

Basic
Design
Criteria

Table 1. Key FPS Inputs Used for SH 349 Pavement Design.
Length of analysis period (yr.)
Minimum time to first overlay (yr.)
Minimum time between overlays (yr.)
Minimum Serviceability Index
Design confidence level
Beginning ADT (vehicles/day)
Ending ADT (vehicles/day at end of 20 yr.)
One-direction 20-yr ESALs (millions)
Percent trucks in ADT
Average Heaviest Wheel Loads Daily
(ATHWLD, lb)
Percentage of tandem axles
ACP modulus (ksi)
Flexible base modulus (ksi)
Subgrade modulus (ksi)
Subgrade triaxial class

20.0
8.0
8.0
3.0
C
2600
3600
1.775
19.3
10,500
70.0
70.0
70.0
10.0
3.0

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the pavement design summary and the typical existing and proposed
sections developed by the District. The contractor completed full depth recycling (FDR) on this
project in June 2013.
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Figure 2. Summary of SH 349 Pavement Design.
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Figure 3. Typical Existing and Proposed Sections on SH 349.

Ground Penetrating Radar Results
GPR was conducted on the north and southbound outside lanes over the entire ~ 9.6 mi. project
in 2014 when the project was approximately one year old. The only interface detected with
confidence by the GPR was between the surface treatment and the base. Figure 4 illustrates
representative GPR data.

Figure 4. Example GPR data from SH 349.
FWD Results
FWD data were collected at 0.05-mi. intervals in the southbound outside lane. Table 2 presents
the backcalculated results, which show on average the base modulus did exceed the 70 ksi
assumed in design. The data in Table 2 also suggest a much higher subgrade modulus and
asphalt concrete pavement modulus than used in design. While the design used 10 ksi for the
subgrade modulus, the data collected on the approximately 1-year old pavement show a subgrade
modulus of 32 ksi. The asphalt concrete pavement modulus used for design was 70 ksi, and the
assumed value was 225 ksi in the backcalculation analysis.
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Table 2. FWD Results from SH 349.

In addition to the layer backcalculations, the FWD data can check the structure by first setting a
maximum deflection (based on design assumptions and predictions) and then analyzing whether
the actual deflection stays below the maximum. Figure 5 illustrates that, for this pavement
design, the expected R1 deflection for a 9,000 lb FWD load is 23.7 mils. Thus, if the structural
design assumptions were met, the actual R1 deflection should not exceed 23.7 mils.
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Figure 5. Expected FWD Deflection Based on Design Assumptions.
Figure 6 illustrates that, in the actual FWD data, all locations except one met the expected
deflection criteria. Further analysis of the deflection bowl at 1.40 mi. reveals that although R1
significantly increased, R2 deflection remained virtually unchanged from surrounding test
locations. This suggests sensor 1 probably was not well seated on the seal coat at this test
location, and the high R1 deflection at that test spot likely is an erroneous reading.
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Figure 6. Comparison of FWD R1 to Expected Deflection for 9,000 lb FWD Load.
Flexible Pavement System Analysis
For the SH 349 project, the design assumptions led to an estimated first performance period of 9
years and a total life of 21 years. One disconnect exists between the design assumptions and
post-construction analysis in the subgrade modulus. The assumed subgrade modulus in design
was 10 ksi; post-construction testing showed the subgrade modulus to average 32 ksi.
Keeping other design assumptions identical and only changing the subgrade modulus value to
32 ksi results in a predicted first performance period of 17 years as opposed to 9 years. Appendix
A shows this FPS output. Alternatively, with the higher subgrade modulus, it is estimated the
base thickness could be reduced to 9 in. while still achieving a 9 year time to first overlay as
shown in Appendix B.
CONCLUSIONS
The data show the structural assumptions for SH 349 were met. The design should serve well
under the assumed traffic loadings.
The project analysis revealed conflicting subgrade modulus values between design and postconstruction. The measured post-construction subgrade modulus was substantially higher than
the 10 ksi used in design. If the higher value measured after construction is more accurate, the
design is quite conservative. However, especially in the energy sector where substantial
uncertainty over future traffic loads generally exists, conservatism in the design is probably
prudent.
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APPENDIX A. - FPS OUTPUT WITH POST-CONSTRUCTION MEASURED
SUBGRADE MODULUS
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APPENDIX B. - FPS OUTPUT SHOWING BASE THICKNESS REDUCTION
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